
Product Instructions:

maintenance and cleaning:
for 99% of messes, you’ll probably be f ine wiping down your PlayPod with 
just a damp rag.  but if you happen to run into one of those inevitable 
blowout-style messes, where your kid decided to rub pizza all over the fabric 
‘just for fun’, don’t worry - because our cover is actually machine washable 
(unlike ANY of our competitors).
so... to remove your now grimy cover:    
1. disengage the two teal colored safety hinges to loosen the fabric around  
 the hinges.
2. release the fastening hooks located at each foot of your PlayPod.
3. unbutton the cover at the top (near each upper hinge) and remove   
 cover from frame. simple huh?
4. then just machine wash, no bleach and air dry.  and possibly consider no  
 more pizza for junior!

PlayPod assembly:
1. remove your PlayPod from its  
 carrying bag - now you’re 25%  
 done.
2. place on the ground, locate the  
 two  teal colored hinges, unfold  
 and f irmly lock them in place.  
 75% done.
3. insert your little one.  NOW  
 you’re f inished.

PlayPod disassembly:  
1. remove your little one.
2. press down the two teal safety  
 levers and f irmly press the oval  
 button to unlock the hinges.  this  
 will allow your PlayPod to   
 smoothly fold inwards. 
3. place your PlayPod back into its  
 carrying bag, and relax!

HiccaDome instructions:
1. remove the dome poles and fabric from the carrying bag.
2. assemble each dome pole and f irmly insert them into each hole of the  
 central hub.  the elastic that holds everything together should make all this  
 very easy for you.
3. take each dome pole end and insert them into the holes located on the  
 upper hinges of your PlayPod. continue inserting each pole until done.   
 ensure all the poles are locked f irmly in place.
4.  Drape the dome fabric over the frame.  each corner of the dome fabric  
 has a buttonhole that secures to the frame of your PlayPod (where the  
 PlayPod cover is secured to the frame).  make sure you secure all corners  
 of the dome.  see how simple that was?
5. if you want to block even more sun (or just wind), the HiccaDome includes  
 built-in sunshades.  they’re located in the zippered pockets built into the  
 dome.  hook each Sunshade to the feet of your PlayPod for ultimate  
 sunshade security.
6. disassembly: f irst, remove the dome fabric. next, remove the dome poles  
 by depressing the small button on the outside of your PlayPod to unlock  
 the dome poles.  then collapse the dome poles and stuff everything back  
 into our roomy storage bag.


